OmniCert Honored at the 2015 Oil and Gas Awards
Safety & Compliance Application has Huge Success at Awards in Dallas
DALLAS, TX -- OmniCert, a web and mobile application company specializing in safety and compliance in technical industries, was heavily involved in the 2015 Oil and Gas Awards held in Dallas,
Texas in October. After being named finalists in two categories: New Technology Development of
the Year and Industry Supplier of the Year, OmniCert’s president then accepted a spot on the Health
and Safety Panel. The Awards bring in hundreds of representatives from Oil and Gas Companies all
over the Southwest and Midcontinent regions. Being based in California, the trip was worthwhile to
get valuable exposure in other regions of the country.
Of the company’s rapid growth, OmniCert CEO Vance Elmore said, “It’s been amazing to be a part of
a company that is built on the feedback and needs of its customers, instead of building a product
and hoping it works. The Oil and Gas Awards were a testament to that approach. Every company we
encountered saw the value we deliver and can see the efficiencies and cost savings that OmniCert
offers. We are excited for the official release of our mobile applications this winter.”
Vance Elmore was a speaker on the Health and Safety Panel during the Award’s Industry Summit, as
well. Topics covered were: innovations in the health and safety, the value of technology in a time of
record low oil prices, and the use of technology to help streamline health and safety processes. He
was able to bring his expert knowledge and experience with OmniCert to share valuable stories and
examples of innovation.
OmniCert is merely 7 months old, beginning development in March 2015. Based in Bakersfield, CA,
they are within arm’s reach length to many of the largest oil producers and service companies in the
nation, not to mention the most stringent regulations in the Industry. The startup may not have
brought home a trophy, but they have definitely gained the attention of the big players in the
Industry.
What’s next for OmniCert:
OmniCert’s beta testing period will conclude near the end of 2015.
It fully launches its suite of web and mobile applications Winter 2015.
Continued development of new versions and added features, implemented over time
###

About OmniCert
Physical forms and training attendance sheets are outdated in a world dominated by smartphones
and tablets. The process of renewing certifications and tracking attendance at safety meetings is
neither efficient nor productive. OmniCert introduces a simple solution to this tedious, time-consuming and difficult task by allowing you to keep your employees accountable and up to date with
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